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ABSTRACT
In this project, we will produce a perception and decision-making
system to play the game of pool. Pool is a turn-based two-player
game consisting of hitting a white ball to pot other balls of the
player’s assigned color (stripes or solids) into one of six pockets in
the pool table, until only the black ball is left, which must then be
potted. We build our system to operate on an online video game of
pool. Our system is given access to an API for mouse movement
and an API for taking screenshots of the computer screen. Using
this functionality, our autonomous system attempts to beat the
opponent at the game of pool.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recently, autonomous systems have seen success at playing com-
plex games like Go [7]. In this project, we explore an application of
an autonomous system to the playing of the game of pool. Pool is a
two-player game involving a table with various identically shaped
balls placed on it. One of the balls is white, one of the balls is black,
and the rest are either striped or solid. During the game, each player
is assigned a ball color. Each player takes turns striking the white
ball with the objective of hitting all balls of their assigned color
into table pockets. Our goal is to produce an autonomous system
that can perform well at this game against a human opponent.

Due to the mechanical complexity of producing a physical robot
to play pool, we opt instead to build an autonomous system that
plays a computer game simulation of pool. We choose the Facebook
implementation of 8 Ball Pool, which is an online multiplayer pool
game popular among our social circle at Yale. This particular pool
game provides a top-down view of the table. The game provides a
projection of where the strike will land the target ball, but we do
not use this projection in our system for added realism.

Our problem has two key parts. First, we must perceive the game
state from a screenshot of the computer screen. Second, we must
produce a series of mouse motions to generate the desired move.
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2 RELATEDWORK
Robots have previously been created to play pool on a physical
table. One 2011 work positions a camera over a pool ball table [6].
To perceive table state, the pool playing robot applies traditional
computer vision algorithms to the image of the pool table. It heavily
uses Hough transforms in the HSV color space to determine ball
and cue positions, a technique which we also adopt. The paper also
presents a quantification of the “difficulty" of a particular shot: the
maximal angular error with which the ball will still go into the
desired hole when launched.

A later work presents a superior planning algorithm for pool
shots based on a tree search algorithm for exploring game states in
a non-greedy manner [5]. It uses a discounted reward function for
evaluating particular shots and game states, and informs the tree
search based on this reward function. This work also provides an
analytical analysis of the dynamics of a physical collision between
balls and approaches for computing unknown friction parameters
in the analysis. The analysis is presented with more physical detail
than is necessary for our application on our video game, as it ac-
counts for effects like multi-axis spin that do not exist in the video
game.

PoolTool uses some of the existing techniques from these works,
such as Hough transforms, but also utilizes hand-crafted heuristics
for collision dynamics and quality in a way. Because our setting
is a video game, we have simpler physical dynamics and lower
uncertainty than can be found in a real-world pool table, allowing
us to use simpler techniques while still maintaining accuracy.

In recent work, such as [4], a popular approach is to make the
input to the system a screen-capture of the game (or a sequence
of such screen captures). This input can then be used to train an
end-to-end system to play the game, requiring little to no manual
encoding of the game state (except, in some cases, supplying the
current score). In our system, we decided against using images as
the only game state for two main reasons. Firstly, these end-to-end
systems typically use deep learning, meaning that we would need
to collect a large amount of (possibly labeled) data to train such
systems. Because this game does not have an API available, all data
collection we did was relatively slow, and building an API for the
game is out of the scope of this project. Secondly, a large part of
the necessary state of a pool game corresponds to a finite number
of simple, relatively well behaved shapes, such as circles (balls) or
rectangles (the table), and there already exist well-understood ways
to extract and encode this information. Interactions between these
“state" components can also be modeled using relatively easily. This
is in contrast to games like Montezuma’s Revenge, where there
are potentially more items to track as part of the “state", as well as
complex interactions between these “state" components.
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Figure 1: Full computer screenshot.

3 OBJECT DETECTION
We use the AutoPy Python package to provide a screenshot and
mouse movement API for the game. First, we acquire a screenshot
of the user’s screen. We use OpenCV to isolate only the video
game window on the screen. The result is passed to two detectors.
The table detector identifies the table boundaries and table pocket
locations. The ball detector identifies the balls on the table. The
subimage that corresponds to each ball is passed to a classifying
algorithm, which then classifies the ball as white, black, striped,
or solids. We pass this information to the next stage of PoolTool,
which finds and executes a shot.

3.1 Window Detector
The input to our window detector is a screenshot of the entire
screen as produced by AutoPy. An example of such a screenshot
is provided in Figure 1. The game window is defined by a very
dark blue background, upon which we have two buttons (red and
green), a pool table, pool balls, etc. The RGB color of the dark blue
background is fixed, so we use the OpenCV findContours function
to find the largest contour of that particular color. We fit a bounding
rectangle around that contour to determine the boundary of the
game window. The output of our window detector is an image of
the game window as seen in Figure 2.

3.2 Table Detection
Next, we identify the internal edges of the pool table and the loca-
tion of the table pockets. The result of this detection is shown in
Figure 3.

Our approach begins by identifying the table surface using a
color range that covers the background of the table surface. We
found that this works best if we start by identifying the outer
red (“wooden") portion of the table, rather than directly trying
to identify the innermost rectangle (the playing surface). This is
because we faced difficulties thresholding the blue color of the
table edges in a way that would prevent multiple straight line
detections along the same edge. Once we have thresholded based
on the red, we use Canny edge detection to detect the edges of the
wood on table surface, and then apply the Hough line transform to

Figure 2: The game window as isolated from the screenshot.

detect the vertical and horizontal edges of the table surface. Then,
we produce a non-max-suppressed list of lines from the Hough
tranaform results. Using these bounds, we crop out a portion of the
image that roughly (but not fully) corresponds to the playing area.

We then repeat the above process, now thresholding on the
blue color. This is possible because we have removed many of the
conflicting shades of blue by cropping based on the wooden surface,
and non-maximum suppression now results consistently in a set
of edges corresponding to the boundaries of the actual playing
surface.

To determine corner pocket locations, we simply compute the
intersection of the table boundary lines. To determinemiddle pocket
locations, we threshold the image based on RGB color to leave only
dark patches (very low RGB values) in the mask, and then apply an
openCV blob detector to find the keypoints of these dark patches.
We then pick out keypoints near the center of the table and close to
the the longer edges, which gives us the middle pockets. While in
the case of the image, it may seem simple to determine the middle
pocket locations as being at the midpoints of the two longer edges,
we try to detect the middle pockets in a more generalizable way in
anticipation of having to work with images that are not necessarily
axis-aligned.

3.3 Ball Detection
There are two main types of information our system requires for
complete knowledge of the pool table: the coordinates of each
ball currently on the table, and the types of these balls (white,
black, solids or stripes). We describe the steps needed to extract
this information below:

3.3.1 Ball Localization. To localize the balls, we use two screen-
shots instead of one. The first screenshot is used to determine the
game window and the table edges; the second screenshot is used to
remove any adverse effects caused by the guide projected on the
table (the white line and the white empty circle aligned with the cue
and white ball positions). In initial experiments, we observed that
the white hollow circle that is meant to serve as a guide is some-
times erroneously detected by our system as a ball. Since this circle
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Figure 3: The table surface edges (red lines) and pockets
(green circles) as identified by the system.

moves as the cue is moved (while other balls don’t), we can use a
second screenshot to filter out this circle, by checking if any circle
has a large difference in detected locations between the two images.
This also helps to get better images of any balls that may have been
blocked by the white guiding line in the first screenshot, which
helps in classification (ball detection is not affected by the white
guide line passing over the ball). To capture this second screenshot,
we randomly sample points on the table boundary, and check if
the line from the white ball to this point on the edge intersects any
detected balls. If not, this is a good candidate to point the cue stick
towards for the next screenshot, since we can be sure the white
guide line will not obscure any balls.

The system then detects the position of the black ball in the table.
Initially, our plan was to have an unified pipeline for localization,
but we observed that this frequently led to mis-detections of the
black balls, which is a crucial component of the game state at any
stage.

To detect the black ball, we convert the image into the HSV
color-space, and then threshold the image on the saturation and
value channels (details in the code). This consistently results in a
mask with a white patch corresponding to the black ball. Median
blur is applied to make the edges of this patch smoother, which
makes it easier for the Circular Hough Transform that is applied
next to get the location and radius of the black ball.

Once the black ball has been detected, we apply a Circular Hough
Transform to the image in the HSV color space. Tuning the param-
eters of the transform lets us detect only the balls in the table
consistently. This gives us the position and radius of each ball in
the table. The global ball radius is then set to the maximum of the
radii of all detected balls.

To evaluate the performance of our system on ball localization,
we ran several experiments consisting of 148 balls in total, 147 of
which were correctly localized. For these experiments, a localization
was considered correct if the detected ball center was within 2 pixels
horizontally or vertically of an actual ball on the table (note that
the average ball radius was 17 pixels).

(a) Original image (b) Non-white pixels
masked out

(c) Number patch de-
tected

(d) Number patch re-
moved

Figure 4: Steps in the threshold-based pre-filter stage

3.3.2 Training Data Collection. We use a script to automatically
collect images of localized balls while a human plays the game. The
images are then sorted by humans into the respective categories
(solids and stripes). In total, we collected about images of solids
and stripes each, resized them to (34 × 34) images, and applied 4
random rotations on each image to augment the dataset, resulting
in about 800 images in total.

3.3.3 Ball Classification. We begin by detecting the white ball first
(since we found it rather easy to do in the following data-efficient
manner). Our system measures average saturation of every ball
patch detected, and picks the one with the minimum saturation
which is not the black ball.

The next step is to distinguish between solids and stripes- our
final system uses a two-step process to achieve this:

Thresholding-basedPre-filter: Our system uses a pre-filtering
stage to make high-confidence detections before passing the rest of
the ball images to the learned model. This step uses thresholding
based on the saturation and value channels to create a mask of the
white-ish pixels in the ball image (figure 4). Instead of then directly
counting the number of white pixels in the mask, we perform a Cir-
cular Hough Transform on this mask to try and detect the circular
white patch found on all balls that contains the ball number. If such
a patch is detected, it is subtracted from the image (figure 4), and
only then is the number of white pixels counted. If the proportion
of white pixels counted is less thanwl , the system classifies the ball
as a solids, and if it is greater than wh , it is classified as a stripes.
Ball images with a white pixel proportion between these two values
are passed to the next step of the classifier. The values forwl and
wh are picked based on the training data collected- we pick values
that give us 0% false-positive rates for both solids and stripes.

Supervised Learning: We use our training data to train a few
different types of models. They can be broadly classified into two
types: those using the raw image pixels as input, and those using
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hand-crafted features. In all of the models, we used a train/ valida-
tion/ test split of 70-15-15. We describe some of the more important/
successful models we trained below.

We trained a Convolutional Neural Net consisting of 2 convolu-
tional layers, max-pooling layers in between, and 3 fully connected
layers. The architecture was picked by trial and error, and gave us
the best possible validation error out of all the CNN models we
trained. As expected because of the small training set size, these
models tended to severely overfit (even with dropout) - details of
the results are provided in table table .

For subsequent models, we used the feature vectors obtained
from the following processes as input:

(i) Pixel Histogram Counts: Histogram count values of every
color bin in the R, G and B channels. The number of color
bins to use for each channel was a hyperparameter we tuned:
the best models used either 32 (for the gradient-boosted
models) or 64 (for the fully connected neural networks).

(ii) Hu Moments: A set of “moments" that form an invariant
representation of the image. An image moment is a partic-
ular weighted average of the pixel intensities of a digital
image. Hu [2] showed that it is possible to derive seven mo-
ments from any image that are invariant to scale, rotation
and translation - these seven moments are all used as fea-
tures in our models. We use the OpenCV implementation of
HuMonents() to extract this information from every image.

(iii) Haralick Features: A texture feature that enumerates how
likely different colors are to co-occur in adjacent cells of
the image [1]. The image is first converted into a grayscale
image, and 4 co-occurrencematrices of sizenд×nд is built up,
where nд is the number of gray levels (256 in our case), each
corresponding to an adjacency direction (vertical, horizontal,
and the 2 diagonals). The values in these matrices are then
normalized and averaged, and can be used to compute 13
different features, such as contrast.

(iv) SIFT: A popular feature-detection algorithm for images that
is invariant to scale [3].

In our experiments, we found that SIFT never helped the perfor-
mance of any of our best models, although it increased inference
time, so dropped this feature from all final models.

Using these features, we trained gradient-boosted decision trees
with ensemble sizes of 10 and 50 respectively, as well as a fully-
connected neural network of 4 layers. Our GBM model with en-
semble size of 10 performed the best, achieving a test accuracy of
99.34%. Results from each model are shown below:

Model Train Validation Test
GBM50 0.9938 0.9752 0.9868
GBM10 0.9926 0.9669 0.9934
CNN 1 0.9312 0.9159

FCNN-4 1 0.9449 0.9041
Table 1: Train, validation and test accuracies of the GBM
models with ensemble sizes 50 (GBM50) and 10 (GBM10),
CNN model (CNN) and the fully-connected neural network
model with 4 layers (FCNN-4)

Figure 5: Outputs of the detection pipeline. The edges of
the image correspond to the detected table boundaries, the
green dots represent the detected pocket locations, and the
circles represent balls detected- white for the black ball,
black for the white ball, red for solids and blue for stripes

Note that while our testing accuracy might seem very high, we
observed that the models perform worse in live play. We attribute
this to the lack of diversity in our relatively small training set-
because a lot of the ball images were taken from different steps of
the same game, the positions of some balls did not change between
screenshots, resulting in duplication of images. In the future, one
may wish to break such patterns in the dataset, for e.g., by using
any game only once to obtain ball images.

The final results of our detection pipeline are shown in Figure 5.

4 SHOT SELECTION
From the object detection phase, we are given the coordinates and
classification of the balls, table edges, and pockets. During the shot
execution phase, we choose an angle and force with which to shoot
the white ball in order to attempt to pocket balls of the target
color. We do not incorporate spin into consideration, since this is
a relatively advanced feature and is more dificult to model. Shot
execution is a five step process.
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4.1 Enumeration
First, we enumerate all possible shots. Our system recognizes two
kinds of shots, “direct” and “rebound”. In a direct shot, the white ball
directly strikes a target ball which rolls into a pocket. In a rebound
shot, the white ball strikes and reflects off a table edge, then strikes
a target ball, which then rolls into a pocket.

Let BT be the set of positions of the centers of each ball of the
target color, and let P be the set of positions of the pockets, all
represented as vectors in R2. For each element (b,p) ∈ BT × P , we
seek to compute all shots which launch ball b into pocket p. To
begin, define a “strike target" as follows, where r is the radius of
the balls:

ts = b + 2r
b − p

∥b − p∥

Note that the strike target, target ball, and pocket are all co-linear.
Also, the strike target is precisely two ball radii away from the
target ball center. So, if the white ball center is aimed precisely
towards the strike target, the collision between the white ball and
the target ball will occur when the white ball center is at the strike
target. The force delivered to the target ball from the white ball is
perpendicular to the plane tangent to the target ball at the point of
intersection, which happens to be in the direction of b − t [5]. But
this is also the direction of p − b by substitution, so the collision
force launches the target ball towards the pocket as desired.

We now wish to find an “aim target", ta , such that launching
the white ball at the aim target causes it to pass through the strike
target. For a direct shot, there is exactly one possible aim target:
simply let ta = ts .

For rebound shots, the white ball first strikes one of the four
walls, rebounds and then hits a ball of the target color that we want
to pocket. For the top and bottom table edges, letwi

y be the vertical
positions of the wallwi . We seek to compute all aim targets for the
white ball which cause the white ball to rebound off wall wi and
then pass through ts . The plane of reflection is at vertical position
P = wi

y ± r (depending on whether it’s the top edge or the bottom
edge) - this is because the ball has width r , so its center will always
rebound at distance r short of the actual walls. As illustrated in
Figure 6, if we aim the white ball at the reflection of the strike target
across this plane, the physical trajectory of the white ball will then
pass through the strike target tb . The reflection is ta = 2 · (0, P)−tb ,
and so:

ta = (0, 2wi
y ± 2r ) − b + 2r

b − p

∥b − p∥

Note that this aim target actually lies outside of the table. We can
project it to a point inside the table by computing the intersection
of the segment joiningw (the position of the white ball) and t , and
the wall to rebound off. An analogous process can be used to find
aim targets for shots that rebound off vertical walls.

In summary, for each (b,p) ∈ BT × P , we produce a list of aim
targets. One of these aim targets corresponds to a direct shot, and
others may correspond to rebound shots. In the absence of other
factors like collisions which will be dealt with in the next stage, our
system expects that launching the white ball at any of these aim
targets will cause a ball of the target color to be pocketed.

(a) Direct shot (b) Rebound shot

Figure 6: Shot target computation for direct and rebound
shots. In (a), the green dot represents both the strike target
and aim target. In (b), the green dot represents the strike tar-
get, the blue dot represents the point about which the strike
target is reflected, and the red dot represents the aim target.

4.2 Elimination
Of all the shots enumerated above, many are not physically realiz-
able. There are a few primary reasons for this.

4.2.1 Unwanted collisions of white ball. If the line from the white
ball to the aim target is not clear of other balls, the white ball will
strike another ball and be deflected to an unwanted position. So,
we eliminate shots for which other balls obscure the path from the
white ball to the aim target. We also eliminate rebound shots for
which the path from the reflection point to the strike target is not
clear.

4.2.2 Unwanted collisions of target ball. Similarly, if the line from
the target ball to the pocket is not clear of other balls, the target
ball will be deflected. So, we eliminate these shots as well.

4.2.3 Poor ratio of attack. A key feature of a shot is its ratio of
attack. Letw represent the original position of the white ball in a
direct shot, or its point of reflection for a rebound shot. The ratio of
attack β is the negative cosine of the angle between vectors p − ts
andw − ts , computed as

β = −
(p − ts ) · (w − ts )

∥p − ts ∥ ∥w − ts ∥

Figure 7 shows several example shots to illustrate the meaning of
β . When β < 0, the intended shot is not possible because the white
ballw would strike the target ball b on its path to the strike target.
When β ≈ 0, the intended shot is not possible because the white
ball would just barely graze the target ball b on its path to the strike
target, and transfer very little energy to the target ball.
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(a) β > 0 (b) β = 0 (c) β < 0

Figure 7: Example shots with positive, zero, and negative ra-
tios of attack. The w represents the white ball, b the target
ball, t the strike target, and p the pocket.

4.2.4 Outside pocket range. Empirically from human play, we have
found that a ball can only be launched into one of the two middle
pockets from near the center of the table. If the angle of approach
of a ball to a middle pocket is too shallow, it will instead reflect off
the inside of the pocket and bounce out. So, we eliminate shots into
middle pockets for which the ball approaches the pocket an angle
more shallow than a predetermined threshold.

4.3 Evaluation
Next, we evaluate the quality of each shot. For direct shots, the
quality q of a shot is given by the following:

q = − ∥ta −w ∥ − 3.5 ∥p − b∥ + 1800β

That is, we penalize a shot for distance between the white ball and
the aim target (∥ta −w ∥) and for distance between the target ball
and the pocket (∥p − b∥). The absolute error in a ball’s position is
the product of angular error in its angle of motion and the distance
traveled by the ball, so to minimize absolute error we want to
minimize distance. We penalize distance traveled by the target
ball more than distance traveled by the white ball because errors
compound: a small angular error in aiming the white ball translates
into a larger angular error in the trajectory of the target ball. We
also penalize for poor ratio of attack. Through human play, we have
found that shots with low β are more likely to miss, because an
angular error in aiming the white ball causes a particularly drastic
error in the trajectory of the target ball. As an extreme example,
when β = 0, angular error of the white ball in a direction away
from the target ball causes the white ball to miss the target ball
altogether.

For rebound shots, the quality is given by

q = −1500 − 0.5 ∥ta −w ∥ − 6 ∥p − b∥ + 1800β

where w represents the original position of the white ball. This
quality heuristic includes a fixed penalty for rebound shots, because
a rebound shot has an additional physical interaction (reflection
against the wall) which introduces more uncertainty. We penalize
less for distance between aim target and white ball for rebound
shots than for direct shots, because this distance is very long for
rebound shots (because the white ball may move twice as far) and
we found the system was too averse to rebound shots without the
0.5 factor present.

Once all possible shots have been evaluated, we select the shot
with highest quality to execute and discard all other shots.

4.4 Force Determination
We then determine the amount of force to strike the white ball with
in order to most successfully execute the chosen shot. If the ball is
launched with too much force, it may strike the side of the pocket
and rebound out of the pocket rather than rolling in as desired. In
addition, the white ball may then ricochet into a pocket itself, which
is a foul. If the ball is launched with not enough force, however, the
target may fail to reach the pocket.

We use a hand-crafted heuristic to estimate the ideal force with
which to launch a shot. For direct shots, the heuristic is as follows

f =
∥ta −w ∥ + ∥p − b∥

1800β2

where w represents the original position of the white ball. The
force we use is proportional to the sum of the distance traveled by
the white ball and the distance traveled by the target ball. This is
because a frictional force acts to slow the balls, so a ball required
to travel a longer distance must be hit harder. The force is also
inversely proportional to β2, because a white ball hitting a target
ball head on (high β) transfers a much higher proportion of its
momentum to the target ball than a white ball which strikes a
target ball very tangentially (low β).

For rebound shots, we add a 0.2 to the force, to account for the
non-elasticity of the collision between the white ball and the wall:

f =
∥ta −w ∥ + ∥p − b∥

1800β2
+ 0.2

4.5 Execution
Once a shot is chosen, we use the AutoPy Python library to execute
the mouse motions on the game window for the particular shot.
We start the mouse at a point on the table edge colinear with the
aim target and white ball to aim the virtual stick. We simulate
depressing the left mouse button and drag the mouse towards the
white ball to set the shot force. The distance dragged is proportional
to the force to be applied. Finally, we simulate unpressing the left
mouse button to launch the white ball.

4.6 Break Detection
The first shot of the game, called the break, is an exception to the
above shot selection process. The game begins with all balls are
clustered in a triangle on the pool table. We use a simple heuristic
to determine if this is the case: we check if every ball on the table
has at least two other ball centers within 2.5 ball radii of its center
and all 15 balls are present on the table. For the break, we always
launch the white ball directly at the triangle of other balls with full
force to distribute the balls as much as possible for the rest of the
game.

5 RESULTS
Qualitative results are included in the supplementarymaterial in the
form of videos of example turns. The video sequential_shots.mov
shows a sequence of five shots made during one turn played by
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PoolTool. The video rebound_shot.mov shows an example rebound
shot made by PoolTool.

To evaluate the holistic results of our system qualitatively, we
played 27 turns of pool using PoolTool. Each turn in pool is a series
of shots by the same player, terminated by a turn-ending event such
as failing to pocket a ball of the target color or pocketing the white
or black ball.

PoolTool successfully pocketed at least one ball of the target
color in 73% of turns played. On average, 1.3 balls were pocketed
during each turn. The reasons each turn ended are enumerated
in Table 2, along with the percent of turns which ended for that
reason. The end of 65% of turns can be ascribed to inaccuracies in
table perception or shot execution within the intended scope of
PoolTool.

We also benchmarked PoolTool against human performance
by playing two games against two different Yale undergraduate
students, both of which are very experienced with the Facebook
Pool video game. In both games, the human player won the game
by a margin of two balls.

Figure 8: Example of ball
with erroneous localiza-
tion

While the shot targeting
worked well, especially for di-
rect shots, we have two hypothe-
ses for the failures that were
observed, especially in the case
of rebound shots. Firstly, while
the localization was perfect on
some of the balls, it could be
off by about 1-2 pixels (the pur-
ple stripes ball in Figure 8) for
some others, and our calcula-
tions are susceptible to such er-
rors. Secondly, we model colli-
sions against thewall as conserv-
ing one of the components of the
momentum (so if it is hit against a vertical wall, we assume the
vertical component is conserved). However, this does not always
seem to hold in practice, and we have observed that for some high-
power rebound shots, slow-motion videos of the collisions reveal
that the momentum components do not behave as expected. This
could explain why our rebound shots tend to do poorer than direct
shots.

An additional source of error sometimes arises from use of the
gradient boosted model to classify balls. As noted before, while our
model seems to be performing very well on the test set, we believe
that our data collection process was imperfect and led to unwanted
homogeneity in the data, since a lot of the images were obtained
from different turns of the same game, and some of the balls had
not changed positions between these turns.

The results obtained demonstrate that PoolTool is a moderately
strong player of Facebook Pool.

6 FUTUREWORK
A big next step for this system would be to start planning multiple
shots at a time instead of greedily optimizing for the next shot only.
One way to perform this could be to model this as a tree-search
problem, with sufficient pruning based on the heuristics we use

Turn-end cause Proportion of turns
*Target ball missed pocket 38%
*White ball missed target 15%
No feasible shot available 15%
*Misclassified ball color 12%

Game ended 12%
Pocketed white ball 8%

Table 2: Causes for end of turn for the 27 turns played us-
ing PoolTool. Causesmarkedwith an asterisk are associated
with inaccuracies in PoolTool.

currently (or additional heuristics). With better control over the
game, especially if there were a proper game API available, it might
be possible to train a Reinforcement Learning agent, that uses both
human-play and self-play to learn to play the game.

Future work could also involve improving the perception capa-
bilities of the system. An obvious next step is to greatly increase the
size of the training set for solids vs. stripes classification, making
sure that the homogeneity problem discusses does not occur, and
then training a Convolutional Neural Net on this data. It might also
be worth looking into other ways to localize the balls (which are all
circles with constant radii) on the table, rather than using generic
shape detectors.
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